REGISTRATION
Registration / Reservation will follow upon initial contact with our organization Vivamos. In this regard, we will send you the travel
contract with all necessary information about the following signature by mail or in writing. This one will be sent to our Mail address
or sent by post. The contract with an electronic Signature (scanned) can also be returned by e-mail. In this regard, the journey is
thus binding with the conditions in the travel contract
As a result of the above written notification via travel contract, a partial payment / Registration fee of CHF 450 / Euro 400 after
receipt of the document within 21 days and deposit it on our account. This amount will be the total amount of Travel expenses
deducted. At best, you pay the travel costs within the first payment period of the 21 days in one transfer. In the case of our deadline,
the reminder of the journey will be credited to our account no later than 10 days prior to the travel date be transfered. If the
amount is not transfered without reason to this day, we charge the fee without refund and participation in the journey will not be
approved, unless a legal, financial guarantee of residual costs ispresent
However, in this case the registration fee can be used at any time for further travel. The tour is to be paid in the amount of travel
expenses. Up to this final payment Vivamos / Together21 reserves the registration fee. A failure as a participant with regard to the
journey of their choice, illness or other reasons will not be refunded, but may at any time on other tours replaced into a date of the
same travel organization made up via Vivamos Tours. It also exists the option the travel reservation with signed, written
confirmation to another Person to transfer to
Therefore change their name to this person with regard to this written confirmation. From both parties must exist a written /
electronic signature will be sent to our contact point via a single document Date, location and booking number including date +
name of the trip and a short justification. Upon proof of a written confirmation of a possible default, the amount will be reduced or
transfered. In case of a shift, too. In the favor, therefore, for a next trip (by any choice). A travel insurance can be self-employed. The
assistance with flight bookings can be made to the travel organizer and usually have to be booked by yourself
After successful registration this information will be sent to the responsible tour guides forwarded
Contact directly for inquiries / information
(Depending on the season / activities, it may take a few days for an answer to your question)

tourguide@together21.org
PARTNER - VIVAMOS / TOGETHER21 - is a non profit network in favor of the activities of and with People and their purpose
according to the club statutes. Our total net profits (less the fees / expenses for and from members + contractually agreed points),
flow into the money pool of the Together21 network and benefit from the life projects listed on the internet. There is a recognized
organization for this according to the Swiss legal basis

